
 

 
 

MOWZDSU 031053/MAY20 
 
Dear Business Partner 
 
Hereby we inform you about changes in refund procedures for reissuance of tickets and other carriage 
documents issued on  
SU/555 stock before 30APR20 inclusive: 
 
Individual bookings 
 

I. For all tickets originally issued till 30APR20 inclusive, with unused segments of travel 
or not-provided services (in the case they are refundable) it would be possible to 
arrange a refund via MCO type “For further transportation/paid ancillaries only” up to 
31DEC20 inclusive, regardless of the date of the first flight on the ticket. 

Issuance of MCO can be done at Aeroflot Russian Airlines own sales offices and representation 
offices. 
 

1) Only for tickets with the following departure dates: 

 from 18FEB20 inclusive on itineraries to/from China (including HKG);  

 from 05MAR20 inclusive on itineraries to/from on any international flight segments, 
excluding China & HKG;  

 from 18MAR20 inclusive on itineraries within Russian Federation. 
 
Passengers have the following options: 
 

a) A one-time exchange (without taking into account the number of exchanges previously 
made) on the same route to any other dates no later than 31DEC20 using involuntary 
scheme. 

 
or 
 
A one-time exchange (without taking into account the number of exchanges previously made) to other 
destinations on any dates no later than 31DEC20 with payment of the cost difference (if any) 
according to the applied fares rules, but without charging change penalties. For tickets under PROMO 
fare group exchange is permitted with recalculation to the Light, Saver and/or Base fare groups. 
 
b) Issuance of MCO for a full cost of unused air carriage taking into account the amount of fees and 
taxes regardless of the reason for refusal of travel, as well as the cost of not-provided services. 
 
In this for international carriage “No Show” fact should not be taken into account for refund calculation. 
For domestic carriage in the case of “No Show”, calculation of the sum for refund should be done 
according to the rules of the applied fare, except if the request from passenger was received by the 
carrier’s claims department not later than 40 minutes before the flight departure indicated on the first 
unused ticket coupon. 
 
For new tickets which will be later issued on account to the MCO the following one-time discount will 
be applied to the fare only: 

 Minus 25% only for tickets issued at the “Maximum” fare; 



 Minus 15% for any tickets where the flights were cancelled under SU code. 
The above discounts cannot be combined. Exclusion: the discount for accompanied child at age from 
2 to12yrs is applied together with the above mentioned discount. 
 
2) For tickets on flights with departure dates which are earlier than indicated in subparagraph #1, the 
standard voluntary/involuntary exchange/refund rules must be applied. Issuance of MCO in case of 
voluntary refusal of carriage should be calculated in the amount based on applied fare.  
 
Group bookings 
 
For tickets originally issued till 30APR20 inclusive the following is permitted: 
 

a) Within tickets validity period a change of flights/dates of carriage without penalties within 
+330 days of the booking period without changes of itinerary in the case of making 
changes in the PNRs before departure date indicated in the original issued ticket. 
Changes are permitted not more than twice. 

Note: Within the scope of the current telex for group carriage, the following time limit is set: 

 For fully unused tickets – 12 months for issuance date; 

 For partially unused tickets – 12 months for departure date. 
 

b) When reissuing tickets on new flights/dates changes in pax names is permitted without 
penalties. 

 
When issuing refunds on tickets or deposits it should be made via MCO according to the applied group 
fare rules. 
 
II) Exchange/refund of all tickets issued starting later then 30APR20 must be made according to the 
standard rules. MCO cannot be issued. Refunds via GDS are temporarily not available. BSP agents 
must send Refund Application through BSPLink, agents working under direct agreements must make 
refunds via Sirax-Portal regular reporting tool. 
Upon requesting refund of a ticket, which was originally issued before 30APR20 inclusive, and 
reissued after 30APR20, the refund has to be made to the MCO. 
 
Issuance of MCO 
 
The MCO can only be issued at representations and sales offices of Aeroflot Russian Airlines. 
 
Enclosed you`ll find the form for MCO/voucher issuance. The form should be completed by 
passenger/s and sent together with passport copy/copies directly to zrhtosu@aeroflot.ru. If you would 
like to send us the completed form on behalf of the passenger please note that an authorization / 
power of attorney confirming the right of representation must be additionally presented and sent to 
zrhtosu@aeroflot.ru  
 
 
Usage of MCO 
 
MCOs can be used during a three-year (3) period from the date of the flight departure indicated in the 
first unused ticket coupon to cover the cost for the following: 

 Any subsequent carriage including group travel on flights with SU code 

 Additional services (except for payment of services provided by partners) 

 Carrier fees for changing the conditions of carriage (in the case of their presence according to 
the fare rules). 

 Issuance of tickets and services on account to the MCO is allowed only in PJSC “Aeroflot” 
own sales offices and representation offices. 

 Refund of a transport document issued on account to the MCO should be arranged according 
to the rules of the applied fare. If a part of the cost covered by MCO is due to the refund, a 
new MCO must be issued for this amount indicating the initial validity period. 

 
When reissuing tickets following the above conditions the approval code MOWZDSU 031053/MAY20 
must be entered into the Endorsements / Restrictions box of the new ticket and OSI remarks should 
be updated accordingly. 
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Information sent in this e-mail under code MOWZDSU 031053/MAY20 replaces rules and conditions 
of the previously sent approval code MOWZDSU # 132312/MAR20 and updates sent related to it. 
 
Should you require further information please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Thank you for your cooperation.  

Kind regards 
 
Aeroflot Russian Airlines 
Terminal 2 
CH-8060 Zürich 60 Flughafen 

 


